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Abstract— The transient Network Architecture Project applies
the Digital Object Architecture (DOA) abstraction to networks.
While the architecture builds upon several existing ideas,the
project attempts at synthesizing multiple complementary notions
of networking under the DOA umbrella to form a coherent
architecture for a possible future Internet. While significant parts
of the architecture have already been prototyped and are at
various stages of development; this paper provides a brief de-
scription of the architecture and highlights some differences and
intersections between this work and other prominent proposals
for solving essential problems on the current Internet. This paper
focuses in the need and advantages of a new Naming and Host
identification system in order to decouple host identity from
the actual network attachment point, overlays, and rendezvous
services. It also provides a detailed insight into the building
block of this architecture at the local level called the Areaof
Influence. This document focuses on properties that differentiate
this architecture technically from others and attempts to make
a case for its overall relevance.

I. THE TRANSIENT NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

The Transient Network Architecture [1] (TNA) is based
on the notion of a pervasive transient mobile network in
which all communications occur between persistently identi-
fied entities. Such a network, which is mobile and ubiquitous
in nature, allows entities to form and associate themselves
with coordinated ad-hoc networks called Areas of Influence
(AoIs). These networks are provided the means to integrate
almost seamlessly with each other to conform what we call
Green Networks that aggregate persistently identified AoIs.
The architecture addresses the security of the system by using
an identification overlay network characterized by securely
generated and validated persistent identifiers and a distributed
rapid-response resolution mechanism which is an evolution
of the current Handle System [2]. This system provides
integrated security and guarantees a high level of availability.
The identifiers are associated with digital abstractions ofthe
communicating devices, users, and services. The identification
network is implemented as a coordinated and resilient peer-to-
peer system. This approach follows a new network paradigm
in which all components are isolated from their particular
implementations and conform to a global abstract represen-
tation. This abstraction insures communication independence
at specific application levels by defining local communication

networks or Areas of Influence and implementing new commu-
nication rationales. The new network architecture is envisioned
as implementing a transient mobile network and embraces
mobility and ubiquity by design. Conceptually, all devicesand
participants in the network are identified by persistent identi-
fiers and abstracted into digital representations that we call dig-
ital object entities. These objects may represent network-based
entities or external entities whose only manifestation on the
network are their corresponding digital object representations.
The control and coordination of some of these entities which
are implemented as extensible agents and are responsible
for name space resolution and routing, allows the system to
provide automatic load balancing and adaptation. The coordi-
nation and hence network optimizations are achieved through
optimization algorithms that evaluate network resources using
only local information (information about the agent itself, the
node where it is located and its neighboring nodes). The sys-
tem achieves distributed independence by providing the agents
with the necessary mechanisms to take decisions about when
and where to move between nodes, such that they distribute
themselves amongst the available nodes in an optimal form.
The agents have several modes of operation, corresponding
to different tasks that they can perform, which may include
but are not limited to moving between two nodes, executing
actions related to their functionality (e.g. route traffic,store
data), and remaining idle. Within each mode of operation, the
corresponding tasks in general present continuous dynamics
that describe their evolution, and are usually representedby
difference or differential equations. The transitions between
modes may be triggered by different types of events, such
as the arrival of a packet, the failure of the node where the
agent is located, or the change of available bandwidth. These
transitions must be enabled by the continuous dynamics of the
active mode at each particular time. The above description of
the agents falls within the hybrid dynamical systems frame-
work. A hybrid model is a description of a dynamical system
capable of capturing its continuous and discrete dynamics,
and the interactions between them. Thus, the model for the
agents is composed of the discrete states representing the
different operation modes (i.e. route traffic, move between
nodes, idle), and a set continuous dynamical systems that



describe the evolution of the tasks that correspond to each
operating mode. The external events include the arrival of a
packet that would activate a routing mode, or the malfunction
of the hardware platform that would activate the translation of
the agent to a new node. A particular direction we are pursuing
is that of using statistical learning and randomized algorithms
for the optimization of the network resources. The usage of
these methods is justified by the fact that the application
we are pursuing is expected to grow to millions of nodes
(probably more) which will increase its complexity. Moreover,
the network we conceptualize is stochastic in nature, due to
the existence of various probabilistic events (e.g. hardware
failures, package transmission/arrivals).

By using a common indirection layer, heterogeneous entities
may be addressed independent of any particular implemen-
tation. Architecturally, all users, applications, and services
are thus represented as digital entities that are addressable
via persistent identifiers. This approach leads to simplified
network operations, management and provisioning. It does
this by placing all aspects of network administration into a
common information management framework. In effect, the
framework has three fundamental layers.

1) A general perception layer or overall network abstraction
which recognizes communication nodes conceptualized
as digital objects DOs by their persistent identifiers,
and ad-hoc networks of these objects called Areas of
Influence (AoIs) communicating with each other.

2) An AoI layer that handles interconnection and commu-
nication with other AoIs via gateway boxes that enable
conceptual and lower level interconnection.

3) Finally, a local implementation layer that deals with net-
work devices communication mechanisms and protocols.

This allows the overall architecture to maintain address-
ing and communications inter-connectivity while extensive
implementation-level disruptions are carried out at the lower
levels of the implementation. Additionally it allows the net-
work to naturally adapt to incorporate not only existing but
future communication mechanisms and technologies.

II. A REAS OFINFLUENCE

The concept of Areas of Influence - AoI constitutes
the main building block in the framework for a persistent
transient network. They are as much an abstract postulate
as they are a plausible implementation. From a high level
perspective, a structured network is a relatively special case
of an ad-hoc network. Therefore, an architectural definition
for ad-hoc networks could apply to structured communication
networks as well. Therefore an area of influence is defined
as a local communication community that defines its own
communication protocols and network architecture implemen-
tations. Our architecture, thus, postulates a 3-tier abstraction.
The first tier deals with local implementations, while the
second enables AoI abstractions and the third one allows
for their aggregation into green networks and overall abstract
perception of the network as a logical construct. Within this
abstraction, Green Networks are in effect examples of AoIs,

except that the constituent entities of a Green Network are
themselves AoIs. Examples of local implementations include,
but are not limited to, all currently deployed networks like
LANs, Cellular networks, MANets ad-hoc networks. These
networks implement their own communication mechanisms
and protocols and can survive independently of the global
system. A sketch of how currently available networks can fit
into the AoI framework, is shown in Figure 1. The Figure
shows how particular nodes of a Local Area Network, for
instance, may form an Area of Influence. The same is true
for cellular or satellite networks. The AoIs themselves may
define their own local communication implementation such
as Ethernet, RF or Bluetooth and even their own local iden-
tification mechanism. In this sense, cellular networks could
rely on cell phone (IMEI) numbers for local identification
and local protocol coordination; Bluetooth devices can rely on
MAC addresses for local identification etc. Obviously, one can
even maintain IP-based communication in any network. This
does not preclude a particular implementation from relying
on Persistent Identifiers as its sole identifiers and using them
not only to route traffic but also to propagate it. All nodes
that are part of an AoI must have a Persistent Identifier (PI)
regardless of the fact that they might be associated with a local
propagation ID or not. Global addressing is always directed
to PIs and not to local addresses. The AoI layer will always
use global PIs to route traffic and will only fall back to PI to
local address mapping if this is required by a particular AoI;
in the benefit of backwards compatibility or to suit particular
characteristics of the local community. The specifics on AoI
association as well as digital object entity interaction and
aggregation are a matter of implementation; update agents
are used to implement it in our current implementation. It
is quite conceivable that a multitude of area of influence
implementations may be generated and remain valid as long as
the basic characteristics of an area of influence are maintained.
These basic characteristics are:

• Each Area of Influence propagates traffic and therefore
internal traffic must always move towards the final PI if
reachable or to the best next area of influence if no formal
PI association exists.

• Areas of influence interconnect through Persistent Com-
munication and Translation (PCT) gateways, which are
digital object entities that can communicate with other
AoIs besides their own. These entities keep the traffic
flowing amongst the AoI.

• An AoI must have at least a subset of its nodes respon-
sible for Persistent identification (Distributed and Dele-
gated Persistent Identification Network (DPIN) services).
Some of their tasks include assignment and propagation
of PIs to the internal entities within the AoI and in-
tegration of the local space with the global Persistent
Identification Network Resolution System (PINRS)

• An AoI can survive independently of the global system.
However, when it decides to join the global DPIN, it
should implement the PINRS protocols for load balancing
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and replication in order to support the infrastructure.

AoIs operating independently could assume self certifying
characteristics in which their nodes inherently trust theyare ac-
credited as part of the AoI, but formal accreditation is required
upon integration with other AoIs. Any joining node could
also require AoI accreditation, but this would require a query
to the original secure global identifier service. AoIs can be
aggregated and combined in different ways. The combinations
of cooperating AoIs are referred to as a Green Network (GN).
A Green Network may be viewed as a level of abstraction on
top of AoIs to expedite resolutions and routing; however, a
GN is nothing more than an AoI whose entities are only other
AoIs. An entity that belongs to multiple AoIs should assign
priorities to them. The examples in Figure 1 show a Green
Network conformed by a cellular cluster of cells that relay
to a common MSC. Each cell in turn can be a separate AoI
with a base station that assumes the PI services for the AoI.
In this case, the GN is composed of multiple smaller AoIs.
MANets, on the other hand, can form into AoIs by assigning
the PI services to leader nodes. The issue of how to effectively
enable AoIs to locate the next AoI in the path to a particular
destination PI is addressed through a global coordination
protococol maintained on top of the PCT gateways. Currently
two approaches have been identified to the implementation
of the AoI routing. One is called Continuous Indirection and
the other Delegated Routing. A brief description of each of
them will be provided after a summary of how AoI generation
occurs is presented.

A. Generating Areas of Influence

Nodes can be created with a preconfigured disposition to
join an AoI, in which case nodes expect a particular structure
for the Area of Influence to be validated. This is sometimes
referred to as conformation. This is also the cache approach
to implement upon re-initialization. If the expected AoI isnot
discovered, then a default AoI formation mode is executed.
During AoI conformation, the nodes poll for the existence of

other nearby nodes. Upon mutual discovery the nodes will
challenge each other for identification and for the leadership
of an AoI. Upon choosing a leader a new AoI is formed
and new nodes that are not part of a particular AoI and that
come in contact with the newly formed AoI may choose to
recognize the new leader and associate with the particular AoI.
The security mechanisms of the AoI during this conformation
process are as follows. Each AoI keeps a validation key for
each persistent identifier that claims to exist within its reach
and each persistent identifier can therefore be challenged for
validation at any point in time to avoid impersonation. In a to-
tally disconnected network, any node can claim any PI. These
PIs are nevertheless considered to be lacking accreditation
until the AoI through the members of the DPIN is capable
of providing a validated confirmation of the PI for each of
its nodes. This is performed by the verification of a prefix
delegation in a global identification system. The certification of
each global identification mechanism implies the existenceof
a well understood and accepted set of persistent identification
prefixes maintained by a distributed certification mechanism.
The aforementioned exercise translates into the fact that a
particular AoI should be associated with a particular prefix
that is either directly delegated, or a subpart from a larger
Persistent Identification Network (PIN) segment. If an AoI is
not capable of validating such delegation; its members that
will require PI generation are assumed to be uncertified and
they themselves are aware of this fact and may or may not
choose to operate in this mode. There is a more advanced
function of an AoI that allows it to become itself a certification
entity but this feature is not well defined and is still part of
the research. Once the AoIs are conformed, some of their
members will natively discover other members that are part
of different AoIs. This process could be a natural occurrence
or the result of a coordinated administrative operation. This
is discussed further in the delegated routing approach section.
The nodes that are capable of communicating with more than
one AoI are preferably outfitted as PCT gateways and become



the bridges that join AoIs. Persistent identifiers that, in our
initial approach, belong to a global coordination prefix, which
is associated with major network components, identify the
AoIs as well as the Green Networks. The incorporation of AoIs
and green networks identified by different global certification
mechanisms is still under research. To summarize, nodes are
identified by persistent identifiers and grouped themselves
into Areas of Influence that certify them and aggregate their
information. An Area of Influence could be understood as
a basic ad-hoc network that integrates with other networks
through some of its members that represent translation and
gateway resources. The existence of these nodes postulates
the creation of green networks that are basically hybrid ad-hoc
networks. A high level sketch of these abstractions is shown
in Figure 2(a). The issue of routing through these components
is still under research.

B. Data Routing

As it was mentioned before, information transferred inside
the Green Network is characterized as Pools of Data or pods.
These pods are components of larger files identified themselves
with persistent identifiers. Each pool of data is routed and
moved along depending on a set of routing considerations
based on content priority as well as overall network coor-
dination. The green network itself has two different types of
traffic:Control and coordination traffic, and Payload traffic.
The control and coordination traffic is destined to both coor-
dination agents residing in what are considered infrastructure
nodes such as routers, switches or PCT gateways (this char-
acteristic may change at any point in time) and general digital
object entities collocated or associated with a particularnode.
From a routing perspective, TNA conceptualizes hardware
as a basic commodity that provides uniform access to its
resources through an interface we call the Neutral Environment
Language of Operation (NELO). The hosting abstraction that
we call SHELL is capable of hosting one or more specialized
agents that we call GHOSTs; one of which is a router. In this
context, a router is a mobile program abstracted as a complex
DO that is composed of a digital object repository and a
basic set of business rules and model executioners that interact
through the NELO interface with the underlying hardware,
providing routing and propagation services to the underlying
infrastructure. This holds true in all instances except in the case
of nodes that are limited by their hardware characteristicsand
are not able to hold a valid agent (for example sensors). In
these cases, the nodes must be able to hold a valid unique
mean of identification that can be used to spawn a valid
agent for them. The inter-agent communication accounts for
the actual network traffic. The global coordination and the
routing considerations are based on information dissemination
from all types of agents. Particular routing decisions are taken
based on the cumulus of information present in a particular
AoI at any particular point in time. AoIs, PCT gateways and
therefore agents are inherently selfish; they route and replicate
data packets that we call pools of data or pods according to
two premises:

• First, follow a set of priorities.
• Second, get pools of data across to the next area of

influence.

A sketch of data being routed between two nodes is depicted
in the Figure 2(b). Traffic originating from node PI2 towards
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node PI234 is always pushed closer to the laters Area of
Influence. Inter-AoI routing is based on persistent identifiers
and is independent of the end nodes association and state.
A node attachment point is only useful when delivering the
traffic within the AoI. The architecture will allow for traffic to
reach PI234, even if the latter relocates to another AoI. This
characteristic is the direct result of routing based on persistent
identifiers. The classification of backbone or trunking nodes is
not a function of manual configuration but rather an automatic
computation that is the result of experience, coordinationand
adaptation. Measurements of reliability and well known paths
will result in certain communication routes becoming more
common and generate the equivalent of trunking nodes. This
however does not compromise stability or scalability since
additional routes are tried and created upon certain conditions
in the network being met. This task follows basic load bal-
ancing and traffic distribution in the system. The previous
statement brings along the discussion of survivability and
robustness. It is clear that the more nodes present cooperating
with transmission (the level at which any particular node may
cooperate with the transmission is related to a set of hardware,
security and environment considerations), the faster and more
reliable the transmission will be. The issue of routing through
Green Networks and AoIs has so far yielded the two following
approaches:

1) The Continuous Indirection Approach:Since Areas of
Influence and green networks themselves are identified by PIs;
the final destination PIs can therefore include as one of its
attributes, the current AoI association. The same is true for
the Areas of Influence, which can convey their current green
network association. Figure 1 shows how destination PI1.2/car
is associated with AoI PI1.1, which in turn is part of Green
Network PI1. It is important to notice that a particular node
may be a part of more than one AoI at the same time, in which
case a sequence of values will be kept in place (with priorities)
allowing the system to try to reach the node through one or
more AoIs. This way when a PI for a particular destination



is resolved, it is possible to identify the corresponding AoI or
AoIs to which this PI is currently associated and consequently,
resolve the Green Network identifier for those AoIs. The
information kept in the second administrative p2p network
conformed by the different AoIs can then be used to infer
the next step to reach a particular green network, AoI and
finally destination PI. It is important to notice that a variety
of protocols to use this information to route the traffic may
be used or devised in the future. This approach is called the
continuous indirection because the persistent identifiersare
used to continuously resolve the best path to a particular object
and recalculations are carried dynamically along the way, as
the identifiers are resolved. This method not only allows for
PIs to move freely but also enables complete AoIs to do the
same.

2) The Delegated Routing Approach:The delegated routing
approach operates on top of the concept of GHOSTS that
was introduced earlier. GHOSTS can be pervasive and pseudo-
static (such as in the case of routers), or they could be highly
mobile. The later type are called courier ghosts, which are spe-
cial purpose ghosts that constantly traverse the AoIs collecting
and distributing information all through secure channels.These
courier routers are therefore capable of providing dynamic
maps of the network at any point in time. Each GHOST
is identified by a persistent identifier and can be interacted
with as long as it is exposes an interface through a SHELL.
This special type of GHOSTS would also be able to form
relay networks by interacting with the rather static and reliable
components of the administrative AoI network. The GHOSTs
may also associate freely with different AoIs and they could
therefore be used to answer green network, AoI and even direct
PI resolution requests. In fact these ghosts are used to update
global routing tables amongst PCT gateways.

3) Data Propagation:As multiple nodes are communicat-
ing information in the form of Pools of Data (pods) (i.e., basic
aggregations of data packages to be sent over the network)
data is being replicated across nodes to guarantee persistence
and aggregated bandwidth. The system is not intended to have
any centralized features, which means that it is robust and
fully distributed. Propagation translates into a swarmingtype
of connection where multiple nodes relay the traffic at the
same time towards the destination. This connection provides
either multicast communication with pure replication of pods,
or an aggregated transmission bandwidth that is similar to that
of torrent and onion networks, as depicted in the Figure 3a
and 3b. The network is also robust enough to automatically
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reshape its distribution based on demand. Green networks
also provide for the existence of special purpose agents that
effectively behave as self-contained repositories for transient
data in the network, which allows communication to nodes
that are operating in a disconnected mode. In this approach,
nodes will appear, deposit information in the network, possibly
receive information at that same time and then disconnect.
The formal rules for data propagation inside Green Networks
currently under research can be defined as an evolution of the
following three routing rules:

1) Respect and obey global policies seeded in each Green
Network and AoI by its administrators and kept by the
leaders.

2) Respect and obey internal characteristics and conditions
(battery power, memory and resource limitations, secu-
rity and authorization).

3) Get pools of data through to the next Area of Influence.
This means failures or outages in the systems will be reflected
on the least priority traffic first and the most important
coordination traffic last as a result of the nodes preferringto
propagate high priority traffic in a swarming fashion rather
than the least important traffic. Resource and bandwidth in-
crements unless otherwise stipulated in the global policies
will always benefit priority traffic first. The more powerful
the communication mechanism, or the more nodes present,
the better the network experience will be for everyone. This
results in a network of high efficiency for crucial traffic.

III. NAMING SYSTEMS

There are several proposals that address the current need
for an additional naming system on the Internet as a result of
the limitations of DNS and IP namespaces. In this section,
we focus on three proposals that describe global naming
architectures, namely the work by Balakrishnan, Shenker and
Walfish [3], [4], TRIAD [5] and the Globe Project [6]. These
proposals are of interest because of their close resemblance
to the Handle System [7]. We note here that the Handle
System was first conceived by Robert Kahn and David Ely
[8] in the early 1990s and further elaborated by Robert Kahn
and Robert Wilensky [9], [10] in 1995. The naming system
proposed in [3] uses a very similar approach to that of
the Handle System. Both proposals share the concepts of a
global name service, identifier persistence and independence
of identifier from attributes, delegation, high level identifiers,
distributed administration etc. However, in contrast to the
purely flat semantic-free names used in layered naming [3],
SFR [4] and Globe Project [6], the Handle System allows,
but does not require, hierarchy in the resolution mechanism
and administration. This allows for delegation to enable local
resolution and disconnected usage. The handle itself although
not semantic by design, may be used to convey other naming
mechanisms such as DNS addresses through mapping and/or
direct inclusion. This is not possible with a system that is
dependent on hashes for the identifiers themselves. Another
level of indirection (for mapping unfriendly names to friendly
names) on top of a flat resolution infrastructure introduces



unnecessary overhead. The separation between the semantic-
free referencing infrastructure and the human-friendly names
advertised in SFR [4] and [3] can be done within the same
System. This is the approach that the Handle System takes.
A particular meaningful handle can refer to another non-
meaningful handle within the same system. Hence, multiple
competing third parties can manage the meaningful handle
space. The basic distribution of the Handle namespace [11]into
prefixes allows for distributed secure delegation through the
consolidation of structured prefixes and the segmentation of
the namespace to accommodate commercial vendors offering
dedicated resolution infrastructure. With support from NSF,
CNRI demonstrated the mapping of DNS names to han-
dles and vice-versa[12]. We also demonstrated this approach
in enabling SIP call completion [13], regular Web service
resolution[14] and email services. The existence of multiple
prefixes plus the currently deployed architecture of Handle-
DNS and DNS-Handle proxies enables us to provide a gradual
migration environment from the current Internet in order to
support existing applications and to enable new ones. Another
difference is that similar to the current Handle System ser-
vice model; the distributed persistent identification network
involves a global certification entitiy, and may involve local
servers at sites related to specific naming authorities. This
maintains some desirable features inherited from DNS like
name uniqueness and fate sharing (local names can still be
resolved if a site is disconnected from the global system;
this design property is directly related to the underlying Area
of Influence aggregation and fate sharing), small common
infrastructure and distributed financing. The TNA shares with
TRIAD [5] the notions of coupling of name identification
and routing, as well as the participation of backbone nodes
in the resolution. However, the technical details of the two
implementations are completely different. We propose an im-
plementation in the context of DOs, AoIs and Green Networks.
At the same time our identification mechanism is based on
the Handle System which is a currently implemented and
widely used identification system that satisfies most of the
design concepts that references [3], [4] put forth. So far many
users such as the Library of Congress and Defense Technical
Information Center (DTICs) Defense Virtual Library (DVL)
sponsored by DARPA have used handles to identify digital
objects in repositories where each digital object has its own
handle allowing long-term control and flexibility in managing
digital repositories. While CNRI supported by Cisco and
NSF has demonstrated the application of handles to network
devices and services [14], users [13]and mobile agents. The
system has translated beyond the research environment and the
two largest users of the Handle System are the International
Digital Object Identifier Foundation (IDF) and its largest
registration agency CrossRef which effectively commercialize
handle identifiers to the publishing community. The system
has proven to be extremely scalable. The largest individual
Handle System implementation to date is deployed at the Los
Alamos National Laboratory, which is intended to support
more than a half billion identifiers while providing internal

resolution services to one of the largest archival collections
in the United States. A main difference of TNAs naming
system with other approaches is that the Persistent Identifi-
cation Network Resolution System (PINRS) provided by our
Distributed Persistent Identification Network (DPIN) is not a
service on top of the Internet but rather an integral part of the
transient Internet we postulate. Areas of Influence maintain
their own delegated resolution services and name spaces that
can join the global system. The resulting aggregated PIN
Resolution service, PINRS, is intended to scale with Internet
growth. In fact, the PINRS that we propose makes use of
many attractive features in the current Handle System and
extends its resilience. In a way similar to [3] and SFR, the
TNA uses a parallel implementation of the current HS to
exploit its hashing technology in connection with structured
P2P networks. The literature on distributed hashing is rich
and mature in this field, with one of its earliest examples
for resolution of identifiers on the Internet being providedby
CNRI Handle System [8]. There is also considerable literature
on P2P networks, but the DPIN focuses on structured P2P
networks due to the significant implementations and security
hurdles that remain to be solved in unstructured networks. It is
important to note that due to the characteristics of the handle
system and the existence of naming segments identified by
prefixes; structured P2P and traditional Handle servers may
coexist and technology upgrades and enhancements may be
seamlessly integrated into the current Handle infrastructure.

IV. HOST IDENTIFICATION AND MOBILITY

Decoupling the host identity from the actual location has
been the topic of extensive research. Some proposals address
this issue by respecting the end-to-end argument [15], [16],
[17], while others rely on an overlay [18], [19].
Brief description of the problem: The IP address performed
well as a location identifier due to inherently embedded
topological location information. When mobility is introduced,
the IP can no longer be used for host identity since the host is
now moving around. Thus, the IP address looses all meaning
of identity reference and degenerates into a pure routing
identifier. Decoupling the identity from the attachment point is
currently solved by inserting a level of indirection on top of the
network layer that manages the abstraction of host identities.
This is essential for reasons of mobility, multi-homing, etc. In
our case, PIs similar to Handles are used to identify Digital
Objectentities in contrast to using Host Identifiers as in the
case of HIP. In this section, we will compare our solution to
HIP [15] and the Internet Indirection Infrastructure (I3) [18].

A. Comparing to Host Identity Protocol HIP

There are several differences and intersections worth noting
between TNAs PINRS and HIP. We compare the two based
on the namespace, service model and functionality. Briefly,
HIP uses the public key as the host identifier and introduces a
new layer in the network for translation of the Host Identifier
(HI) into an actual IP. The first thing to note here is that we
intersect with HIP in the context of host identification. It is



likely that our final Digital Entity abstraction of hosts will
have much in common with HIP but it will not be constrained
to devices inside of a particular network. This is due to the
fact that we have already deployed several handle solutions
that use handles to identify web services, users and digital
resources. In other words, HIP can be looked at as a particular
instantiation of the DOA abstraction for managing the relations
of devices with their networks. However the significant logical
differences in the overall identification model and the broader
scope of the DOA differentiate us and leave us with different
technical problems. The most common differences are listed
below:
With respect to Scope: HIP is intended to solve some issues
in the current IP and DNS namespaces. The scope of the
namespace is restricted to computing platforms (endpoints)
and packets. The notion of services and service binding is
not present here. The Handle System and hence the DPIN
is a general-purpose global name service for secure name
resolution and administration. Persistent identifiers areused
to identify and locate Digital Objects and other network
resources. The digital entities we consider include fine-grained
network components and even small pieces of information.
Hosts are an integral part of any network and may be identified
as part of the overall DO architecture. Devices, services, users,
data, bitstreams and people can all be uniquely identified.
With respect to Persistence: The HIP proposal introduces the
host identifier as the public key of a key pair to provide
authentication, for example when used with IPsec. Clearly,
the HI is not persistent across changes of the public key. This
is the consequence of using an attribute as an identifier. A
handle is a persistent identifier that is associated with a set
of attributes. Some of these attributes may describe location,
permissions, administrators and state. The fact that handles are
defined independently of any of the attributes or public keys
of the underlying objects makes them candidates for persistent
identification. These identifiers are managed and resolved via
a secure global registry service that guarantees the association
of the identifier with its respective attributes over a network.
With respect to Administration: The HIP proposal does not
mandate an administrative infrastructure but depends instead
on a rendezvous infrastructure for node location. To gain full
benefit from HIP, HIs need to be stored somewhere and thus
a rendezvous mechanism needs to be deployed. The Han-
dle System provides both an administrative and rendezvous
infrastructure. The secure service model and the distributed
administration are attractive properties in a future DOA-based
Internet. Security is an inherent part of the system that must
be globally trusted.
With respect to the Trust model: Security in HIP is expressed
in terms of end-to-end IPsec security. In this scenario, users
have to negotiate every aspect of their communication to
avoid false attacks. This introduces more complexity and
computational load on the nodes. All communication with
the Handle System may be secured. This translates into a
new trust model where nodes trust each other because they
trust the system. The end-to-end security model leverages

the intermediate secure Handle System and subsequently the
DPIN.
With respect to Mobility: We share a similar perspective
with HIP in supporting host mobility using a rendezvous
infrastructure. In fact our design of host mobility [14] is still
under development; but it will make use of CNRIs mobile
program technology [20] along with the use of the DPIN
for persistent identification, which would differentiate it from
other approaches to host mobility.
Other similar mobility proposals are the Location independent
networking for IPv6 LIN6 [21], which separates host identifier
from the host location. LIN6 uses LIN6 ID and mapping
agents to maintain unique node bindings. The TCP Migrate
[17] is another proposal for particularly solving mobilityon
the Internet using a new session layer. DNS is used to store
address bindings of hosts and no indirection point is needed
for routing. Migrate does not solve simultaneous mobility,
it requires modifying TCP stacks on all hosts; while our
approach intends to deliver this as a function of the resolution
system.

B. The Internet Indirection Infrastructure

The Internet Indirection Infrastructure (I3) [18] is a general-
purpose indirection overlay network that uses rendezvous
servers where clients can register triggers. It decouples the
sending and the receiving actions where clients send trafficto
the overlay and the later takes care of forwarding the trafficto
other interested clients that registered triggers in the system.
Some of the major drawbacks of I3 are that all traffic has
to go through the overlay server thus degrading the routing
efficiency in contrast to direct routing over IP. Also, this might
cause triangle routing, doubling of network traffic, and requires
maintaining flow state within the I3 network. This stands
in contrast to the end-to-end argument for communication.
The simple service model in I3 makes it vulnerable to a
multitude of security attacks thus requiring great attention and
complexity to solve possible threats.
The DOA and its associated Handle System Architecture,
applied to PINRS, is somewhat similar in spirit to I3 i.e.
Local Handle Servers store the handles, caching the addressof
the storing LHS expedites lookups; Bindings are continuously
refreshed etc. However, there are two major properties that
differentiate the distributed handle system approach fromI3.
The first difference between the DOA abstraction and I3 is
traffic routing. Although some of the logical concepts are
similar, we propose a completely different technical approach
to routing based on persistent identifiers in which the hardware
devices act as formal hosts to Digital Object Entities and are in
many instances themselves part of the resolution mechanism.
Our implementation of the transient routing mechanism uses
the SHELL and GHOST concepts explained earlier. Since DOs
are mobile in nature, they can, for example, relocate (meaning
that a router that we now think of as a set of functions
built into a particular hardware box, would then be no more
constrained to a particular piece of HW and can seamlessly
move between HW devices maintaining the network’s logical



model and state). This stands in contrast to the id, trigger data
routing in I3 where routing is still understood as inherently as-
sociated with the static nature of network routing and gateway
nodes. Additionally since the routing service is nothing more
than the set of functions performed by a particular GHOST,
regular nodes as well as others that are part of the resolution
infrastructure could themselves perform routing operations for
the architecture. This is the case in our proposal where the
PIN nodes are composed also of PCT gateways. The gateways
in turn are an integral part of the overall transient network
providing AoI inter-connection, delegation, routing based on
persistent identifiers and service translation. AoIs delegate
particular nodes to serve as Persistent Communication and
Translation (PCT) gateways. These nodes help form the PIN
and allow an AoI to join a global network abstraction that
we call the Green Network. Although different from I3, the
proposed PINRS, which is based on the current handle system,
could benefit from the protocols and security models used by
I3 [22]. Our current prototypes use persistent identifiers that
are managed by the Handle System (a logically centralized,
but physically distributed Global registry that is scalable). In
the current HS, all lookup queries first go through a Global
registry that while distributed and scalable) either resolves the
query or identifies a local system responsible for resolving
the respective handle. The proposed architecture for PINRS
does not have a global registry. Rather, in PINRS, the Local
Handle Servers are repositioned to make them an integral
part of the DOA overlay. The PIN overlay is intended to
be self-configuring, self-organizing, robust, secure and scal-
able. Indeed, the approach can co-exist with a system that
requires a global registry system. The overlay abstractionis
completely based on the DOA where every network object
has a DO representation and is completely decoupled from the
underlying hardware or software layers. Our broader overlay
is formed of the DOs, Repositories, Agents and PCT gateways
allowing for a multitude of services like multicast, anycast and
persistent handle-based routing. The logical abstractionallows
for management of complex information at all network levels.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper described some of the characteristics of the
Transient Network Architecture and tried to illustrate themain
principles behind it. These principles allowed the authorsto
postulate a new framework that enables the integration of sev-
eral novel technologies with the current Internet while respect-
ing local independence and fostering interoperability.While
several parts of the network have already been developed and
prototyped; this document tried to focus on the characteristics
that allow us to postulate a new Internet characterized as a
logical construct with persistent communications independent
of particular hardware associations or local bindings. This
new architecture embraces what the authors perceive as the
new intrinsic ubiquitous, mobile, and transient characteristics
of networks and seeks to return to the original spirit of the
internet as a logical construct rather than a rigid particular
implementation of interoperability technologies.
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